Abstract. Performed in this work is the analysis of the optical Ronchi interferometer circuit and its upgrading to test quality of various optical surfaces. Briefly described in this paper is the classic test by Ronchi, shown is every upgraded circuit diagram of the interferometer and their principle of operation. Also, it is demonstrated interferential patterns for each method allowing one to determine which aberrations are present in the tested optics. With this method, when one can only visually detect aberrations, it seems to be not accurate. But with digital image processing the interferential pattern, special mathematical models and algorithms, aberrations that are present in the optical surface can be calculated with very high accuracy. Therefore, the methods of control offered in this paper provide fast and accurate results for the data circuits to be simply assembled and configured.
Introduction
Nowadays, industry produces many different optical components. The quality of the production of these parts is determined using various methods of control. For the manufacture of modern high-precision optical devices such as settings for photolithography, laser systems, optical telescopes and microscopes, and so on, one needs to control quality of the surface to within units and even fractions of nanometer. The area controlled surface may be a few square millimeters. For this kind of measurements, they use the interferential methods. Usually, these methods are based on schemes of Michelson, Mach-Zehnder, Jamin and Fizeau interferometers. Also, there is non-interferential testing method, such as sensor by Shaka-Hartman. But all these schemes have major shortcomings, such as the complexity of their construction, adjustment of mirrors, optical components that make the interferometer to be very expensive. Therefore, the Italian scientist Ronchi proposed a new, fast method for evaluating wavefront interferometric scheme of the lateral shear interferometer. This Ronchi method is used for rapid detection of wave aberrations with time for the largest spherical mirror lens in Arcetri astronomical observatory. Currently, a very promising installation based on the Ronchi scheme is built, which will control quality lenses of smartphone. Because every year smartphones become thinner, and lens design becomes more complex and increasingly made.
In this paper, we consider the basic modernization of the classical Ronchi test. Currently, the Ronchi test allows one to control the wave aberration of spherical, parabolic mirrors, spherical and aspherical lenses. Used for accurate and fast calculation of aberrations are digital image processing and special mathematical models and algorithms for the resulting interferential pattern in the control of the optical surface.
Classic Ronchi test
For many years the classic test is used to detect the wave aberrations of spherical mirrors. The scheme of this method is shown in Fig. 1 .
The principle of the scheme operation is as follows: radiation from a point source (1) reaches the tested mirror (2) and is reflected from it. The reflected spherical wave passes through the diffraction grating (3) that divides it into several identical waves (diffraction maxima) displaced by a certain amount. The next element is a slot diaphragm (4), which separates only the central m 0 , first m 1 and minus first m -1 maximum. Further, these peaks overlap and form an interferential pattern that can be seen on the screen (5) (Fig. 2) .
If the tested mirror (2) is made thoroughly and without defects, on the screen (5) one can observe the interferential pattern, in which the stripes are of the same width and parallel to each other. But if the tested mirror (2) is manufactured with defects, the interferential stripes are curved. Fig. 3a shows the interferential pattern, when aberration is absent, and Fig. 3b -when aberration is available. 
Ronchi test for parabolic mirrors
Used in this test method for parabolic mirrors are special substructured diffraction gratings. The substructured diffraction grating is a grating formed in such a manner that one adds two or more gratings with different spatial frequencies. Fig. 4 shows the receipt for making such lattice. A simplified diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 5 . The classical Ronchi scheme was taken as a base but slightly modernized. The substructured grating was displayed using the LC display, and the interferential pattern was created in the plane of CCD matrix. To calculate the wave aberration, the authors of this method developed a special mathematical model and algorithm for processing the digital image of the interferential pattern. As a result, they obtained numeric values of aberrations. The substructured grating was generated using a special software and then displayed on the LC display.
The principle of this scheme is similar to the classic Ronchi test, but instead of a diffraction grating we used LC display and built the interferential pattern in the plane of the CCD matrix in order to be able to provide digital image processing of the picture. Fig. 6 shows the interferential patterns obtained using this method. It should be noted that this method increases the spatial resolution of gratings and provide testing both hyperbolic and spherical surfaces. 
Ronchi test for spherical lenses
This method is very similar to the test method for spherical mirrors. Shown in Fig. 7 is the Ronchi scheme for this method.
How it works. After leaving the collimator (1 -4), the flat wavefront reaches the objective (5). This lens (5) turns the flat wavefront to spherical. Then this front passes through the diffraction grating (6) . This grating separates the spherical wavefront and forms several simple fronts shifted to one another. Then the slot diaphragm (7) allows transmitting only two wavefronts. When they overlap, there formed is the interferential pattern that can be seen on the screen (8) . If the lens (6) forms an ideal spherical wavefront, the interferential fringes are parallel, and if not, then the stripes will be distorted. The obtained interferential patterns are the same as in Fig. 3 . To calculate the aberrations of the third and fifth orders, the polynomial Zernike function with a limited number of terms is usually applied:
The functions of each aberration term are as follows: where ρ and ϕ are polar coordinates that are related to Cartesian coordinates in the following way: x = ρcosϕ, y = ρsinϕ, C nm -the coefficient of aberration.
Ronchi test for plane aspherical lenses
Currently, interest to aspherical lenses grows, because these lenses eliminate spherical aberration and reduce other aberrations inherent to spherical lenses, since their radius varies with distance from the optical axis. Also, aspherical lenses can help to simplify optical system design by minimizing the number of elements. In addition, they can produce sharper images than conventional lenses. As a result, aspherical lenses provide better image quality, compactness and easeness of the optical system. It is clear that the quality of the lens should be controlled, and nowadays -very quickly. Therefore, for quick aspherical lens control the designed scheme was based on the classic Ronchi test. The optical scheme for this test is shown in Fig. 8 .
The operation principle of the scheme: radiation source (1), micro-lens (2), point diaphragm (3) and collimator (4) form a parallel beam. To reduce the intensity of radiation on CCD matrix (8) there used are polarizers (5) . The special diffraction gratings (6) were printed on film and inserted between the polarizers. Then, this radiation from the optical system falls on the tested aspherical lens. The interferential pattern is recorded by the CCD matrix. To process this picture, we developed a mathematical model. In Fig. 9 , the resulting images are shown for the experiments with different diffraction gratings.
This method can be also used for testing spherical lenses. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed a lot of material and briefly described methods by which one can control quality of various optical surfaces (spherical, parabolic, hyperbolic mirror as well as spherical and aspherical lenses). All these methods are based on the classic Ronchi test and modernized for each type of optical surfaces. Using these methods, one can quickly and accurately evaluate various lenses and image quality that they provide. All these methods are modern and some of them use special software for generating diffraction gratings that are then displayed on the LC display. Also, we used a specialized software for digital image processing the received interferential patterns. It enables to numerically calculate aberrations that are present in the tested surfaces. The disadvantage of these methods is that one needs to make two interferential patterns perpendicular to each other. This is done so that one can compare and calculate astigmatism of the third and fifth orders. But this problem is also solved: Makalar proposed a mathematical model when one only needs the only digital image of the interferential pattern. In general, the Ronchi interferometer is simple in assemblage, adjustment, resistant to vibrations, and its components are relatively cheaper than those in other interferometers, where used is a very expensive translucent mirror.
